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Manipulation of spin current is a central issue in the operation of spintronic devices because the spin current plays key 
role in spin-dependent transports and spin-transfer switching. Recently, heat utilization for creating the spin current 

has been paid considerable attention, leading to an emerging field, spin caloritronics. Various mechanisms for generating spin 
current utilizing heat such as the spin Seebeck effect, spin dependent Seebeck effect, Seebeck spin tunneling effect and spin 
heat accumulation have been demonstrated in different device structures. However, the generation efficiencies for spin current 
were much smaller than that by electrical means, indicating quite far from the practical application. Recently, we have shown 
that the thermal spin injection efficiency was dramatically enhanced by using a CoFeAl injector because of its favorable band 
structure. This demonstration may open a new avenue for the utilization of the spin current in the nano-electronic devices. 
In this presentation, the author will introduce an electrical and thermoelectric property for the excellent material CoFeAl and 
show that a sign reversal of the Seebeck coefficient between the up and down spins is the key for enhancing the generation 
efficiency of the spin current. Furthermore, we show that CoFeAl induces a large spin Peltier effect.
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